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Notification

Profession: Architect

Notification summary

Notifying country Belgium

Evidence of formal qualifications (nl) text
(fr) text
(de) text

Unofficial English translation of the
evidence

Body awarding the evidence of
qualifications

(nl) text
(fr) text
(de) texxt

Unofficial English translation of the
body's name

Contact details of the awarding body

Address Rue Joseph II; Bruxelles

Telephone +32123456789

E-mail address email@address.eu

Web address http://www.webaddress.eu

Academic year reference 2001/2002
Certificate accompanying the

qualifications (en) certificate

Unofficial English translation of the
certificate

Type of notification A. New title / evidence / certificate / training program

Exact type of notification A1. New evidence of formal qualification (includes training)

Legal basis Art. 46

Legal reference
Are the notified national provisions

published on the Internet? Yes

Online link http://ec.europa.eu/imi-net
Additional information about the

national provisions (including further
online links if available)

Training requirements
Is the diploma awarded subject to

successful completion of a
university-level examination?

Yes

Overall duration of training in years 5.0
Total number of ECTS credits and/or

training hours (en) 1000

Theory of architecture (ECTS credits
and/or training hours) (en) 500
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Practice of architecture (ECTS credits
and/or training hours) (en) 500

Knowledge, skills and competences
Reference to relevant national

provisions concerning the acquired
knowledge, skills and competences

(en) ref text

Please explain how it is ensured that the professional acquires the knowledge, skills and competences
listed in Article 46(2) of Directive 2005/36/EC.

Ability to create architectural
designs that satisfy both aesthetic

and technical requirements

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of the history
and theories of architecture and the

related arts, technologies and
human sciences

(en) text

Knowledge of the fine arts as an
influence on the quality of

architectural design

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of urban
design, planning and the skills

involved in the planning process

(en) text

Understanding of the relationship
between people and buildings, and

between buildings and their
environment, and of the need to
relate buildings and the spaces

between them to human needs and
scale

(en) text

Understanding of the profession of
architect and the role of the

architect in society, in particular in
preparing briefs that take account of

social factors

(en) text

Understanding of the methods of
investigation and preparation of the

brief for a design project

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of physical
problems and technologies and of

the function of buildings so as to
provide them with internal

conditions of comfort and protection
against the climate, in the
framework of sustainable

development

(en) text

Understanding of the structural
design, and constructional and

engineering problems associated
with building design

(en) text

The necessary design skills to meet
building users’ requirements within

the constraints imposed by cost
factors and building regulations

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of the
industries, organisations, regulations

and procedures involved in
translating design concepts into

buildings and integrating plans into
overall planning

(en) text

Management Information

Form PQ Notification - Architects

Management type Notification Driven

Number 2177

Status Draft

Version 1

Last update 07/11/2014 13:01

Initiating Authority
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Authority name TEST AUTHORITY - BE
TEST AUTHORITY - BE
TEST AUTHORITY - BE

Authority informal title TEST AUTHORITY - BE

Country Belgium

Address Rue Joseph 11
1000  Bruxelles

Telephone +32 00 00 00 00

Fax

E-mail mail@BEtest1.eu
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